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• BSR is a general program package to calculate high-quality 
atomic data for:
• structure (energy levels, oscillator strengths) 
• photoionization (bound –> free transitions)
• electron scattering from atoms and ions

• BSR can be run in non-relativistic (LS), semi-relativistic (Breit-Pauli), 
and full-relativistic (Dirac-Coulomb) mode.

• Data from BSR are used in:
• fundamental research to support many experiments
• data-intensive modelling applications, especially in plasma and 

astrophysics
• The goals of the project are:

• further development of the code (efficiency; parallelization; more 
physics: molecules and short-pulse, intense laser-atom interactions)

• simplification of input and output to facilitate use by non-experts
• creation of many sample inputs, run scripts, and extensive 

documentation
• creation of a website with possibility for feedback 
• wide and free distribution via CPC, github, AMO Gateway, etc. 
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FIG. 1. Photoionization cross sections as a function of photon energy for a sample of low-lying even-parity states of Fe I. The present
BSR-261 (BSR in the legend, first and third row) predictions are compared with the RM-134 (RM in the legend, second and fourth row) results
of Bautista et al. [3].

the 3d electron, and hence all of them have approximately the
same value of about 10 Mb at higher energies.

While there is close agreement between the present
BSR-261 calculations and the RM-137 results [3] regarding
the background cross sections, the present cross sections
exhibit a much more extensive resonance structure, especially
at higher energies. This is directly connected to the more
extensive close-coupling expansions in our calculation. For
example, the photoionization cross section for the ground
state, 3d64s2 5D, exhibits two strong and wide resonance
peaks at low energies and a set of narrow resonances at
higher energies. They cover the entire region up to the high-
est ionization threshold, 3d5(2D)4s4p 2Po, included in the
present expansion. Qualitatively, the same structure is also
found in the RM-137 calculations, approximately with the
same height of the resonance peaks but over a smaller range of
energies. The differences in the positions of the resonances are
related to the different position of the ionization thresholds. As
discussed above, the present ionization thresholds agree with
the experimental values to generally better than 0.1 eV.

As seen from Fig. 1, the most extensive resonance structure
was found for photoionization of the triplet states. Examples
are given for the 3d74s 3F and 3d54s2 3P and 3P states. In
the LS approximation, photoionization of the triplet states
leads to the largest close-coupling expansions and, conse-
quently, to the most complex resonance structure. The largest
difference between the BSR and RM predictions was found
for photoionization of the singlet states. This suggests that
the RM-134 model missed many important final states of
the residual ion. Overall, the comparison the BSR-261 and
RM-134 models shows that inclusion of the entire set of terms
for the final states has a significant influence on the details of
the resonance structure.

In practical applications, particularly for nonlocal
thermodynamic equilibrium modeling, it is important to
accurately determine the population in the excited levels of
the residual ion following photoionization. In this respect, the
cross sections for partial processes from both the ground and
the low-lying excited states are required. Our calculations
revealed that photoionization of Fe I leads to population of
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Two Examples

1) Fully-differential cross section for (e,2e) on Ar(3p); Ren et al., Phys. 
Rev. A 93 (2016) 062704; no other theory comes even close to the data.

2) Photoionization of iron from ground and excited states; 
Zatsarinny et al., Phys. Rev. A 99 (2019) 023430; very complex structure


